January Exhibitor:

Nick St. Clair

nicholas.stclair1024@gmail.com

Interested in Exhibiting your paintings, photography or special collection? Let us know!
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The Davidoff Exhibition Area
At the Sadie Pope Dowdell Library

Presents:
Nick St. Clair
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Our Gallery’s Beginning

Thanks to a generous donation from the Davidoff Family of South Amboy, We are pleased to present monthly exhibitions.

All exhibitors will be recognized at the Holiday Open House December 2020.

About the Exhibitor

Nick St. Clair is a man with autism who once had a passion for cartoons since the age of 2. When he developed his talent to draw, he started to show his work to people in which he began to develop social skills at the same time despite his early struggles with autism. He still draws to this day and his current work "The World Series of Autism" has been displayed in over 10 different libraries in New Jersey. We hope the people of South Amboy and the rest of New Jersey get to enjoy this series as much as I did making it.

Upcoming Shows

February

♦ Gail Thompson—"Quilting"

March & April

♦ Edwin Yuan—"Freelance comic art, Caricature art"

May & June

♦ Joyce Mo & Lao Mo—"Painting and Calligraphy"